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Using the email submit button that comes with the My Favorites library allows you 
to quickly setup an email submission that will work with both Acrobat and Reader. 
It allows you to choose an email address to submit to but will not allow you to affect 
other parts of the email. It will always submit XML data to the recipient.
This example shows a regular submit button and it makes use of the mailto protocol to interact with the mail client. Note on the Object/Submit tab that the 
Submit As dropdown controls what you will submit. 
 
 
If you want to control the URL programmatically you can use this example.
Acroform Way
XFA Way
Acrobat and Reader also give you access to an email programatically. The document object has two methods (mailDoc and mailForm). MailDoc will email the entire form and mailForm will email an associated FDF data file. IN XFA Forms FDF data files are not used so DO NOT USE THE mailForm method. 
 
The doc object in xfa is represented by event.target. See the script behind the click event of the associated button. 
 
This format makes it easier to control all parts of the message if you want to collect that information from your form. See the associated sample .
 
 
The dropdown list can display one thing but return something else (like the email address). Have a look at the dropdown binding tab and you will see how to set it.
The Fake Email button is a regular button so that we can program to the click event. The real submit button is hidden and is programmatically clicked if the user selects a value from the dropdown. If no selection is made a message is displayed. The subject of the email is taken from the Subject field that is present.
Using Email with Reader
Reader will allow you to email data files without issue but if you want to email a completed PDF form then you must Reader Extend the file to allow for this functionality. There are two ways to accomplish this.
 
1. LiveCycle Server has a Reader Extensions option that will enable the saving of forms and data locally. There are no restrictions on the distribution of this form.
 
2. Acrobat has the ability to add the local file save right. By license, this file can only be distributed to a maximum of 500 people. 
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